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You are your childs first and most important teacher. We
value what you do each day to prepare your child for school.
Listed below are some of the things you can expect your child
to learn in Arkansas Public School 4th Grade.
This is only a sample and is not intended to include
everything that will be taught throughout the year.
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English Language Arts
Read for information or for supporting
opinion.
Compare versions of a story;
predict and draw conclusions;
identify main idea;
identify cause and effect.
Write three paragraphs on one topic.
Summarize information from several
sources.
Use adjectives and adverbs appropriately.
Use prefixes, suffixes, and root words
to understand words.

Social Studies
Learn about todays society compared to
the settlers.
Learn about life in different regions of
the country.
Learn about and use economic terms in
solving personal or economic problems.
Use information from several sources to
identify problems, make decisions, and
suggest solutions.
Learn about democracy and
elections.
Identify citizenship by
examining leaders.

Determine the main idea.

Learn about physical characteristics,
natural resources, and industries of
Arkansas.

Distinguish fact and opinion.

Use a map to locate specific places.

Revise and edit own writing.

Science
Learn by watching and gathering information from surroundings.
Learn about the different body systems
(digestive).
Learn how plants and animals adjust to
their environment.
Learn about changes in
weather.
Recognize and classify
different types of earth materials.
Understand the relationship between
magnets and electricity.
Experiment with static and current
electricity, including simple circuits.

Mathematics
Round numbers independently.
Multiply whole numbers, including money.
2x3=6
3x3=9
Learn how to divide whole numbers by a
one digit number, including money.
Learn fractions with like denominators
(1/4; 3/4).
Use standard and metric measurements.
Collect, organize, display, describe, and
interpret information.
With help, use symbols to represent numbers (x = 2).

